
Good morning
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Good morning. My name is Katie, and this is my family. My husband Dan is a fellow 
in infectious disease, and I have 4 kids (Rachel, Rebekah, Paul and Ruthie, ages 6, 4, 
almost 2 and 3 months). Today I’m going to talk about PREVENTING personal 
struggles from hindering marriage.
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Here is the prompt for the 10P series. [read it]. There are many forms that 
“personal struggles” or issues can take. I personally struggle with 
depression/anxiety…but there are many related flavors of this, some more serious, 
some less serious. Insecurities, anger, irritability, gossip, eating disorders, addictions 
of all kinds (drugs, alcohol, food, destructive behaviors, internet), and many others.
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What are issues at the core? (I’m focusing on depression but this applies to many 
things).. [read it]. Of course, these could be different with different issues…the 
point is that all three realms are greatly affected.
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Here tell some of my story…couldn’t get off the couch. Place too much burden on 
hubby. He feels disrespected. I feel unloved. I remember past hurts. Depression gets 
worse. Down and down we go. HELP!!!
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Talking about words:
Think about what we call a cancer patient: hero, brave, survivor. With mental type 
maladies there is such a stigma. Don’t let it get in the way of getting help! Be 
courageous!
Aside: mention the Down’s Syndrome man who wrote a response to  Ann Coulter’s 
use of the R-word. Beautiful piece.
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If I may be so bold to suggest this, I believe that Jesus himself experienced 
depression in his humanness while here on earth. If He bore such sorrows, will he 
not certainly sympathize with us, and come to our rescue to pull us out of the 
depths?
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Has been awesome for me. Was first worried about who I’d see here. I’ll eliminate 
that worry for all of you now. If you go here, you will see ME!!! And I’d love to chat 
.
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I’m providing this PHQ-9 for you (or you can google it), as well as listing resources 
on the back.
This is the standard scoring tool for depression. There are others for other things 
such as anxiety or alcohol abuse.

As an idea…5 is a decent score, about where I am now in recovery. At my lowest I 
got an 18!!! Yikes. This score made the professionals nervous, and my counselor 
had to go tell her supervisor.
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